Svetlana, my charming adopted daughter (she came to Taliesin with
Olgivanna), was sixteen. Soon it appeared that Svetlana liked to ride in the
truck Wes drove. A general sympathy amounting to a conspiracy grew up
behind these young people, and everybody but Olgivanna and myself was
aware of a budding romance. Not we. When we did wake up—there were
some accusations and unkind words. Too soon! Both too young! The
budding romance which looked like a kind of treachery went underground,
but partisans for the young couple formed to fight their battle for them.
No use. We wouldn't have any of it. So after a while tho principals and
their partisans struck out for parts unknown. We had been so fond of both
bf them that we couldn't see the thing as other than the treachery of un-
grateful irresponsible children.
We didn't hear from them for a year or two. But we greatly missed
them and the inevitable reconciliation took place after they had been
married—Svetlana studying music in Chicago, Wes building buildings in
Evansville. Were we happy to have them back-—giving good accounts of
themselves? We were. Perhaps the break was a good thing all around,
Certainly both were much improved by the break on their own. And we
were a good deal the wiser. I guess we had improved too.
Wes's father died soon, and Wes had a small income and a widowed
mother. Taliesin had a son-in-law as well as a devoted follower.
There is a picturesque group of hills to the West—nearby. A farm on
the river next to Taliesin, a farm of about three hundred and fifty acres,
Wes coveted it and I egged him on to buy it. He seemed the kind of lad
who could use ground. And I wanted to see Taliesin expand--—expect-
ing someday to see its collaterals owning as much of tho countryside as
together we could well use.
Wes bought the ground—named it Aldebaran (tho follower), and
Taliesin soon after that jumped to the control of about one thousand acres
with about three miles of water-front* The naming of the place shows the
spirit of the lad. He was a genuine apprentice, His ambitions were not
cheap. His individuality was strong. He didn't need to worry about that.
He was glad and proud to stand by and contribute his strength to Taliesitt
and Taliesin appreciated him, believed in him now as much as he believed
in Taliesin. Here was apprenticeship in flower. Wes planned a good house
on a near-by hill—a well-conceived house for his young wife, who gave
him a young son they have named Brandoch, a name which puts it up to
the boy to be a hero.
Taliesin had a son, a daughter, and a grandson. Taliesin has other faith-
ful competent sons—many of them an asset to Fellowship, but none so
close in as Wes—none with more strength or more energy and loyalty
than the young man Olgivanna and I drove away years ago with the un-
kind assumption that he was stealing away a daughter* Well, Svetlana is
ttow somebody in her own right. Here in the Wisconsin Hills is Aldebaran,
Tffi&sin's first real extension—collateral human growth. But inside
Taliesin Wes is a leader and the charming lively Svetlana has a large share
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